
FOOTPATH
VISIT TO CASA DE 
SÃO LOURENÇO
Duration: 4 Hours
Difficulty: Easy
Type of walk: Linear

CASA DAS PENHAS DOURADAS    PENHAS DOURADAS, APARTADO 9, 6260-200 MANTEIGAS
booking@casadaspenhasdouradas.pt     (+351) 275 981 045 (+351) 963 384 026     http://www.casadaspenhasdouradas.pt/

Footpath connecting Casa das Penhas Douradas and Casa de São Lourenço, passing by points of interest like Fragão do Corvo, 
Casa da Fraga and the Meteorological Observatory of Penhas Douradas.
This footpath doesn’t have markings so you should follow the indications given along this text and the map.

The path begins at Casa das Penhas Douradas (3)
From the Hotel’s parking lot walk towards the Capela da Nossa Senhora da Estrela, which is right next door. Have a look inside at 
the figure of Nossa Senhora da Estrela with a star on her hand... If the chapel is open, feel free to go inside. Surely, at this 
altitude, we are closer to the heaven... and feel the silent presence of God...

Take the Chapel steps down to the road, turn right and walk downhill. On your right you’ll see signs to ‘Fragão do Corvo’. Fragão 
do Corvo (2) is a huge rock formation with a geodesic mark on the top, which offers a fantastic view over the town of Manteigas. 
If you wish to visit this place, follow the sign to the dirt road and then you will find a narrow path on your left. 
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As you continue walking, you’ll see the Fragão in front of you. Don’t worry, the path is easier than it looks and quite safe! To get 
to the viewpoint, walk up the stairs on the left that have been carved into the rock and follow a narrow path between the rocks. 
After enjoying the amazing landscape, you should now go back to the main road.

Keep going downhill on the main road and a little further you’ll see some typical Penhas Douradas houses. If you look between 
the houses you will see a big rock (‘penedo’) with the shape of a dog’s head... To the right of the road you can see the ‘Casa da 
Fraga’ in ruins, which was built between huge granite rocks (called ‘poios’ in this region of Portugal) that provide the walls and 
roof. 

This house was home to César Henriques, the first inhabitant of Penhas Douradas who came here at the end of the 19th 
century. The famous Dr. Sousa Martins advised him to live up in the mountains in order to recover from a tuberculosis infection 
that had plagued him for years.

Take the footpath that starts between Casa da Fraga and a wooden chalet which unfortunately is in quite bad shape. The path 
takes you through a beautiful forest of Douglas-fir. After about 200 meters of forest you arrive at a crossroad of paths. Take the 
path to your left and for a short distance follow the rock cairns until you find a tarmac road. Turn now to your right and you will 
find the Meteorological Observatory of Penhas Douradas.

On the right side of the Observatory you will find a dirt road that goes downhill. Follow it and you will have to turn left into an 
amazing place called Covão do Jorge. Follow the path through the forest until you find the national road. Exactly on the other 
side of the road you will find the dirt road that will take you close to Casa de São Lourenço.

Along this dirt road, that you have to follow always straight, after about 1km you will find a geodesic mark and after it some 
communication antennas. Observe the shale landscape and the amazing valleys all around you.

The dirt road will now go downhill until you find the adjacent build of the Hotel. Cross the national road and you have arrived, 
come in and meet us, we will be glad for having you in the Hotel for the deserved break.

When you feel that it’s time to go back, do it following the same path that took you to Casa de São Lourenço, getting now a 
different perspective on the landscape... We will be waiting to assist you on a much deserved rest.


